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Abstract
Question generation aims to produce questions automatically
given a piece of text as input. Existing research follows a
sequence-to-sequence fashion that constructs a single question based on the input. Considering each question usually
focuses on a specific fragment of the input, especially in the
scenario of reading comprehension, it is reasonable to identify the corresponding focus before constructing the question. In this paper, we propose to identify question-worthy
phrases first and generate questions with the assistance of
these phrases. We introduce a multi-agent communication
framework, taking phrase extraction and question generation as two agents, and learn these two tasks simultaneously
via message passing mechanism. The results of experiments
show the effectiveness of our framework: we can extract
question-worthy phrases, which are able to improve the performance of question generation. Besides, our system is able
to extract more than one question worthy phrases and generate multiple questions accordingly.

Figure 1: An example sentence from SQuAD with multiple questions. Phrases of light italic font and underlined are
corresponding focuses (answers in the dataset).

Introduction

question generation (NQG), and has become the state of the
art.
As shown in the example in Figure 1 from the dataset of
Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar
et al. 2016) for reading comprehension, a question generated for the input sentence usually focuses on a specific
fragment of the input that is deemed to contain significant
information. Besides, there are several focuses in an input
sentence. Based on these observations, we argue that a question generation system should be able to generate questions
according to various focuses in the input content. Zhou et
al. (2017) make a move by encoding the position of the
ground-truth answer as auxiliary feature for question generation. Although the performance has been improved, it
requires pre-identified answers which are not available in
the real-environment for question generation. To tackle this
problem, we propose to identify focuses from the input content first and generate questions using such information as
assistance.
In the input text, not all but some content pieces are significant. Therefore, we propose a concept: question-worthy
phrases, i.e. phrases which are worthwhile to be asked
about. By extracting multiple phrases, our system is designed to generate various questions with different focuses.

Question generation has attracted attention from the research
area of Natural Language Processing in recent years. Given
a piece of text, automatic question generation aims to produce questions according to the input content. It acts as an
essential component in some interactive systems, such as dialogue system (Piwek et al. 2007). It also has various applications in educational area, e.g., generate questions for
reading comprehension. Besides, it is helpful for constructing question sets for the task of question answering (QA) to
further improve the performance of QA systems.
Most previous studies on question generation are rulebased relying on hand-crafted features. However, these features are usually hard to design and are difficult to be transferred among different domains. Inspired by the success of
the encoder-decoder structure in machine translation (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015) and image captioning (Xu
et al. 2015), Du et al. (2017) propose to apply sequence-tosequence model with attention mechanism for question generation without human designed rules, which is called neural
∗
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work flow starts from the local extraction agent. It extracts
M phrases from the input sentence and conveys them to
the generation agent to help generate M questions. Then the
question messages and sentence representations for extraction are fed into the iteratively MP module which consists
of an extraction agent and a generation agent. These two
agents work iteratively and collaborate via passing messages
to each other. Note that the structure of the generation agent
in the MP module is the same as the one after the local extraction agent.

Local Extraction Agent
The local extraction agent extracts question-worthy phrases
given the input sentence. Different from previous rule-based
phrase extraction systems, which relies on part-of-speech information to extract phrases, we apply a neural model called
Pointer Network (Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015).
Pointer Network (P-N) is proposed to use attention mechanism and a softmax probability distribution as a pointer to
pick the index of tokens from the input sequence as output.
Given the number of phrases (M ) to be extracted in a sentence, P-N detects M pairs of start and end indexes, and
tokens between each pair of start and end index are target
phrases.
Local extraction agent, denoted as ELocal , takes the sentence x as input and uses a bi-directional LSTM (Huang,
Xu, and Yu 2015) to encode x.

Figure 2: A brief overview of our proposed framework.
From bottom to up, a local extraction agent, a generation
agent and a iteratively MP module are presented. The generation agent after the local extraction agent is the same as the
one in the message passing module. The arrows mean that
messages are communicated between different agents.

−
→ −−−−→
−−→
hst = LST M (xt , hst−1 )
←
− ←−−−−
←−−
hst = LST M (xt , hst+1 )

(1)
−
→
←
−
The hst is the forward hidden state at step t while the hst
is the backward one. Then we take the concatenation of the
forward and backward hidden states as the output of the encoder.
−
→ ←
−
hs = [hs ; hs ]
(2)

In this paper, we formulate the task of question generation
with an auxiliary task of question-worthy phrase extraction.
We expect question-worthy phrases extracted can help to
generate better questions, and learning to ask questions can
benefit extracting question-worthy phrases, therefore we develop a multi-agent communication framework (Sukhbaatar,
Fergus, and others 2016; Xu et al. 2017; Celikyilmaz et al.
2018), which constructs two different agents to implement
phrase extraction and question generation respectively and
learn these two tasks simultaneously via message passing
mechanism. We conduct experiments on SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al. 2016) and evaluate our framework from two aspects:
phrase extraction and question generation. The results of
experiments show the effectiveness of our framework: our
phrase extractor with message passing outperforms the stateof-the-art extraction model by a large margin and the performance of generation agent can be improved significantly
with the assistance of the extraction agent.

Then another LSTM is employed as the decoder. We only
take two steps in the decoder, the first step is to point out
the start index while the second is to identify the end of the
phrase. The hidden states for the decoder are represented as
(h1 , h2 ). The attention vector (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio
2015) at each output time t is computed as follows:

ui,t = v T tanh W1 hsi + W2 ht
ai,t = sof tmax(ui,t )
n
X
dt =
ai,t hsi

(3)

i=1

ai,t is the probability of ith token to be pointed out at time
t, and the attention vector dt will then be fed into next time
step as input. Then after two steps of decoding, we obtain
as and ae as start and end probabilities over all input tokens.
The loss function is shown as Equation 4, where ā1 and ā2
are the start and end probabilities of ground truth positions,
respectively.

Framework
Given an input sentence x = (x1 , ..., xn ), where xi is a
token, our framework is designed to generate one or more
questions (y1 , ..., yM ), M > 1. The overall framework can
be seen in Figure 2. It can be split into three components
from bottom to up: a local extraction agent, a generation
agent and an iterative Message Passing (MP) module. The

L = −(ā1 log P (a1 ) + ā2 log P (a2 ))
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(4)

Message Passing Module

We pick top M start indexes and end indexes respectively
according to their probability as and ae and map them
into M (start,end) pairs as our final extraction results p =
(p1 , ..., pM ). The mapping is performed to pair each start
index with its closest end index.
p = map[topM ai,1 ; topM ai,2 ]
i

Here it comes to the MP module which consists of a phrase
extraction agent and a generation agent. The MP phrase extractor is an upgrade version of local phrase extractor by
taking information from question generator. Note that the
generation agent in the MP module is the same as the one
introduced in the previous section, so we will skip it here
and focus on the MP extraction agent.

(5)

i

Generation Agent
After extracting question-worthy phrases in the local extraction agent, the question generation agent is responsible for
generating questions taking extracted phrases as assistance.
Given the sentence and extracted question-worthy phrases
as input, the generation agent processes a phrase at a time.
In particular, taking sentence x and one phrase pm as input,
the agent generates a question ym . And our target can be
formulated as Equation 6:
ym = argmax P (y|x, pm )

MP Extraction Agent Different from local extraction
agent, EM P has an auxiliary input hq = (hq1 , ..., hqM ), which
is the question representations passed from generation agent.
It doesn’t take the original sentence x as input, but use encoder hidden states hs from local extraction agent ELocal to
save the computation.
At each time given the sentence representation hs and one
question representation hqm = (hqm,1 , ..., hqm,l ) from hq , we
extract one corresponding phrase.
We add a Match-LSTM module to help Pointer Network (Wang and Jiang 2015; 2017) to incorporate the information passed by question generator. Match-LSTM usually
has two inputs, one is a premise and the other is a hypothesis.
It uses the attention mechanism and sequentially combines
the attention-weighted premise to each token of the hypothesis and uses the aggregated matching result to do the prediction.
EM P takes question representation hqm as a premise while
takes sentence representation hs as a hypothesis. At each
time step t in the encoder, we compute attention-weighted
question representation dt as below:

um,j,t = v T tanh W1 hqm,j + W2 hst

(6)

y

With M > 1 extracted phrases, we repeat such process M times, and finally generate multiple questions y =
(y1 , ..., yM ).
In this process, we first use the BIO tagging (Zhou et al.
2017) of sentence b = (b1 , ..., bn ) to represent the phrase,
where bi indicates whether the ith token of sentence xi is in
question-worthy phrase pm or not, denoted as Equation 7:
(
B
xi is the start of pm
I xi is inside or the end of pm
bi =
(7)
O
xi is outside of pm
Then we concatenate the representation of x and b as
the input of the generation process. The generation process
follows an encode-decoder structure. We first employ bidirectional LSTM to encode the input and get encoder hidden states hs = (hs1 , ..., hsn ). For the decoder, a LSTM is
applied with the attention mechanism. At each time step t in
the decoder, a new state ht is generated:
ht = LST M (yt−1 , ht−1 )

am,j,t = sof tmax(um,j,t )
dm,t =

l
X

am,j,t hqm,j

(11)

j=1

Then we concatenate hst and dm,t as our final input im,t :

(8)

Furthermore, we take an attention-weighted average (Luong,
Pham, and Manning 2015) over hidden states obtained in the
encoder.

exp hTt W hsi

ati = P
T
s
j exp ht W hj
X
ct =
ati hsi
(9)

im,t = [hst ; dm,t ]

(12)

For the phrase extraction, we first feed im =
(im,1 , ..., im,n ) into a Bi-LSTM encoder, and then in decoder, compute start and end probability over all tokens in
the sentence and compute the loss function. We finally pick
the start and end indexes with maximum likelihood:

i

pm = [argmax am,j,1 ; argmax am,j,2 ]

Then ht and ct are concatenated to calculate the softmax
probability distribution over vocabulary P wt |x, w<t , pm ),
where wt is the prediction at time t, and ym =
(w1 , ..., wt , ...). The loss function which needs to be minimized is expressed as Equation 10:

j

When M > 1, we have multiple question representation
hq = (hq1 , ..., hqM ), MP extraction agent will run M times to
extract multiple phrases p = (p1 , ..., pM ).
Actually this is an improvement for ELocal because we
can verify whether generated questions in the generation
agent G are mapped to the former extracted phrases, then
discard mismatching phrases and adjust phrases that are not
exact-matched.

|ym |

Lg = −

X

log P wt |x, w<t , pm )

(13)

j

(10)

t=1

hqt = [ht ; ct ] is also treated as the representation of the question, and will be passed to MP extraction agent.
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Figure 3: A detailed overview of Multi-agent Communication Framework.

Multi-agent Communication Mechanism

where
L
LL = λLL
E + (1 − λ)LG

After introducing the local extraction agent, the generation
agent and the extractor employed in the MP module, we now
describe the communication mechanism and the training detail in the following part, referring to Figure 3.
Only the input sentence x is provided to ELocal and we
extract the first batch of question worthy phrases. A loss
function LL
E is utilized for this stage. We then pass these
L
extracted phrases (pL
1 , ..., pM ) to the generation agent G to
L
L
). Loss LL
generate M questions (y1 , ..., yM
G is computed
accordingly. In the MP module, the sentence encoding message hs from the local extraction agent and the question messages from G are passed to the MP extraction agent EM P ,
aiming to identify better phrases with the assistance of learnP
ing to ask questions. A loss LM
E,1 is computed. And phrases
extracted from EM P will be passed to the generation agent
G to continue the process of question generation with a loss
P
LM
G,1 . Following the same pattern of operations, MP extraction agent and generation agent work iteratively in the MP
module via passing messages to each other. We collect losses
P
MP
MP
MP
LM
E,2 , LG,2 , LE,3 , LG,3 ,..., continually until the given iteration number.
To train this framework, we compute a combined loss
function for optimization and hyper-parameters λ and β =
(β0 , β1 , β2 , ...) are employed to balance these losses:
P
P
L = β0 LL + β1 LM
+ β2 LM
+ ...
1
2

P
P
MP
LM
= λLM
i
E,i + (1 − λ)LG,i

(15)

Compared to (Sukhbaatar, Fergus, and others 2016; Celikyilmaz et al. 2018) which constructs multiple agents of
the same function over different contexts, we define two
kinds of agents to extract question-worthy phrases and generate questions respectively. And most existing models enable the message passing between different layers, while our
communication mechanism is more flexible. Messages are
passed from local extraction agent to the generation agent,
from these two agents to the MP module and between the
MP module iteratively. The proposed communication mechanism is easy to be used for other similar scenarios where
agents are designed for different tasks.

Experiments
Datasets
Our experiments are conducted on dataset SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al. 2016), constructed for Reading Comprehension. Each sample is annotated with several questions together with their answers. All given answers are original
tokens from the input text, thus we take these answers as
ground truth question-worthy phrases. We split each piece
of input text into sentences and perform experiments on
sentence-level. We have 61,623 sentences in total and there

(14)
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• ELocal is the local extraction agent of our Multi-Agent
Communicating Framework, which just uses pointer network to point out one or more start-end pairs of questionworthy phrases.
• EMP is our proposed model. It is the extraction agent in
MP module of our framework, which matches question
information passed from the generation agent to sentence
for the extraction of question-worthy phrases.

are multiple question-phrase pairs corresponding to a single sentence. The detailed statistics can be seen in table 1
in terms of the distribution of number of questions to sentences. More than 30% sentences have multiple questions.
The average number of questions per sentence is nearly 1.5.
We take a sentence-question-phrase tuple as an instance and
it results in 90,682 ones in total. We further split them into
68,704, 10,313 and 11,665 ones as training set, validation
set and test set respectively.
# of questions
1
2
3
4
>5
in total

# of sentences
41,356
14,499
3,921
1,198
649
61,623

Model
ENER
ELocal
EMP

percentage
67.11%
23.53%
6.36%
1.95%
1.05%
100%

F1
17.33
38.63
46.71

avg. num
0.86
1.43
1.38

Table 2: Evaluation results of different phrase extraction
models. (underline: diff. with both comparison models
(ENER , ELocal ) p < 0.01; Bold: the best performance in
the column)

Table 1: Distribution of number of questions per sentence in
our dataset.

Results of Phrase Extraction To evaluate questionworthy phrase extraction, we use ExactMatch score and F1
score, which are widely used for the evaluation of question
answering. We also report the average number of extracted
phrases to confirm the ability of our framework for multiple phrases extraction. Table 2 shows the overall results for
phrase extraction. We have several findings:

Implementation Details
We construct different vocabulary for sentences and questions respectively (40,000 and 30,000) by keeping the most
frequent words, while other words are replaced by the symbol UNK. We use Glove (Pennington, Socher, and Manning
2014) to initialize word embeddings with dimension of 300.
The size of hidden units in LSTM cell in encoder is 300
while that for the decoder is 600. The size of embedding for
BIO tag is 100.
We initialize parameters randomly using an uniform distribution with Xavier scheme. We use Adam to optimize our
models with learning rate of 0.001, and decay at rate 0.96
per epoch, up to 30 epochs. We use dropout with probability
of 0.7 and we take mini-batch of size 32 for training. We also
clip the gradient once it exceeds 5. We maintain one MP iterations in our framework, and the hyper-parameters in loss
optimization are set as β0 = 0.2, β1 = 0.8, λ = 0 in epoch
0-20 and λ = 0.2 after tuning.
We evaluate our model on validation set at each epoch and
get the best model. During decoding process of testing, we
use beam search with 3 as the beam size.

- ENER is to recognize name entities and take them as output. However, the tagger can only recognize limited types
of name entities. This leads to a low average number of
phrases extracted. Besides, it also gets low EM and F1
scores because the focuses of some sentences are not entities, such as “15-1” in the example shown in Table 4.
- EMP and ELocal use P-N to identify question-worthy
phrases and produce a significantly better performance
compared to NER based extractor, indicating that they are
able to learn the features of important fragments of the
input sentence from training dataset.
- EMP generates better EM and F1 scores than Elocal , indicating that messages passed from generation agent is useful for extracting better question worthy phrases. The average number of extracted phrases of EMP is lower than
Elocal . By looking deep into the results, we find that some
mis-extracted phrases are discarded with the assistance of
the generation agent.

Models for Comparison and Results
Our framework involves question-worthy phrase extraction
and question generation. In order to show the effectiveness
of our framework, we make comparison for both extraction
models and generation models.

Following similar decoding structure for phrase extraction, both EMP and ELocal suffer from the problem of span
overlapping among extracted phrases for a given sentence.
The ideal situation is that phrases extracted in the same sentence are independent with each other. In order to show how
question information passed from generation agent can help
extract multiple independent phrases, we calculate the percentage of sentences with overlapped phrases for the two
extraction agents. Results show that 32.37% of sentences
have overlapped phrases using ELocal while that of EMP
is 22.05%. This indicates that question information can help
to identify multiple independent phrases.

Extraction Models We first compare several models of
phrase extraction. For all of these models, the number of
phrases to be extracted is provided in advance.
• ENER conducts name entity recognition on the input text
and takes extracted entities as question-worthy phrases.
We directly use Stanford NER package1 for the implementation.
1

EM
13.12%
24.27%
35.77%

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Model
NQGRule
NQGBase
NQGNER
NQGLocal
NQGMP
NQGG−t

BLEU 1
38.15
43.83
44.00
44.36
45.70∗
47.49

BLEU 2
21.03
23.80
23.79
24.58
25.87∗
27.81

BLEU 3
14.15
14.46
14.52
15.23
16.33∗
17.9

BLEU 4
9.98
9.05
9.22
9.76
10.56∗
11.81

METEOR
13.38
14.63
14.89
15.15
15.76∗
16.84

ROUGEL
29.00
36.50
36.32
37.00
38.09∗
40.23

Table 3: Evaluation results of different question generation models in terms of BLEU 1-4, METEOR and ROUGEL . (underline:
diff. with all the comparison models (NQGRule , NQGBase , NQGNER , NQGLocal ) p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05; Bold: the best
performance for each column)
Generation Models
several models.

tions without any extracted phrase information while the latter has the ground truth answers. Between the baseline and
the upper bound, the order of different models in terms of
all the evaluation metrics are NQGNER < NQGLocal <
NQGMP . This indicates that by taking extracted phrases
with higher quality, the generation model is able to produce
better questions. This also shows the effectiveness of our
framework of utilizing extracted phrases for better question
generation.
In order to show the ability of our framework to generate
multiple questions, we calculate the average number of different questions generated by NQGMP , which is 1.35. (We
identify two questions are different if they have more than
3 different words.) This number is slightly smaller than the
average number of extracted phrases from EMP , because
sometimes different phrases may correspond to the same
question.

For question generation, we compare

• NQGRule (Heilman and Smith 2010) is a rule-based
model. It uses manually written rules to perform a sequence of general purpose syntactic transformations (e.g.,
subject-auxiliary inversion) to turn declarative sentences
into questions, which are then ranked and selected as the
final generated questions.
• NQGBase (Du, Shao, and Cardie 2017) is the state-ofthe-art neural-based model for question generation. It
takes sentence as input and uses encoder-decoder model
with attention mechanism to generate question without
modeling focuses in the input.
• NQGNER takes phrases extracted by ENER as additional
information for question generation, and uses the same
generation model introduced in our paper.
• NQGLocal is our generation agent that takes phrases extracted by ELocal as additional information for question
generation.

Significance Test We also conduct significance test (independent two-sample t-test) to compare our model to other
comparison models for both phrase extraction and question generation. The results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. We can see that our extraction model
EMP outperforms ENER and ELocal with a large margin
with p-value < 0.01. Compared to NQGRule , NQGBase ,
NQGNER , and NQGLocal , our generation model NQGMP
generates a significant improvement.

• NQGMP is our proposed generation model in the MP
module that takes phrases extracted by EMP as additional
information for question generation and is trained with
EMP simultaneously.
• NQGG−t (Zhou et al. 2017) takes the ground-truth answers as additional information for question generation
and uses the same generation model introduced in our paper. This is the upper bound of our generation model.

Case Study

Results of Question Generation For the evaluation of
question generation, we use several metrics including BLEU
1-4 (Papineni et al. 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie
2005) and ROUGEL (Lin 2004). Without ground-truth answers, we cannot pair the generated questions with questions in reference. For comparison, the most similar question
in reference is selected for a generated question to compute
evaluation metrics. Table 3 shows the evaluation results of
all the generation models. We have several findings:
At first, we note that NQGRule performs poorly as the
sentences in our dataset are quite long and complex, which
are not suitable to be analyzed using rule-based methods, for
example, sentence parsing is hard to be implemented while
the sentence is complicated.
NQGBase and NQGG−t construct the baseline and upper bound, respectively. Because the former generates ques-

In order to show the effectiveness of our framework more intuitively, we present two examples of generated questions in
Table 4. In both cases, our model can first extract phrases
close to ground-truth answers while ENER can only extract name entities which sometimes are not the questionworthy phrases. And we can also generate good questions
with question-worthy focuses, such as the first question we
generated in example 1, asking the score of the competition.
However, generation based on ENER is not able to produce
questions with high quality.

Related Work
There are two lines of research topics that are related to our
work, namely, phrase extraction and question generation.
7173

Question Generation

Sample 1
Input: the panthers finished the regular
season with a 15 – 1 record , and quarterback
cam newton was named the nfl most valuable
player (mvp) .

Rule-based methods are previously applied to the the task
of question generation, which usually extract key aspects
from the sentences and then insert them into hand-crafted
templates to generate interrogative sentences (Heilman and
Smith 2010; Heilman 2011; Duan et al. 2017).
Recently, attention-based seq-to-seq model is also developed for question generation (Du, Shao, and Cardie 2017),
and performs well. (Zhou et al. 2017) takes the same model
and uses the answers as extra information to generate better
questions.
(Du and Cardie 2017) proposed that not all sentences in
a paragraph are interesting and important and put forward
a concept of question-worthy sentence. This study also inspires us to come up a concept: question-worthy phrases.
There are also two studies (Subramanian et al. 2017; Kumar
et al. 2018) proposing the similar concepts: key phrase and
pivotal answer in the sentence to be extracted to aid question
question. However, both of them just use a two-stage method
which first implement selection and then generate question.
Besides, some studies (Wang, Yuan, and Trischler 2017;
Tang et al. 2017) take question generation as a subtask, and
learn it with other tasks simultaneously, such as question
answering. However none of the previous work combines
question generation with phrase extraction to do multi-task
learning, and all of them require the ground truth information for its counter-part task when testing while we just use
the input sentence.
Other researchers also work on question generation from
images (Fan et al. 2018a; 2018b).

Phrases
Ground-truth: 15 – 1, quarterback cam newton.
NER: panthers, hblanki.
EMP : 15, quarterback cam newton.
Questions
Ground-truth: what was the ratio in 2015
for the carolina panthers during their regular
season ? which carolina panthers player was
named most valuable player ?
NQGNER : who wons the regular season ?
what was the regular session in the afl ?
NQGMP : how many wins did the panthers
win during the regular season ? who was
named the nlf most valuable player?
Sample 2
Input: next to the main building is the
basilica of the sacred heart .
Phrases
Answers: main building.
NER: sacred heart
EMP : next to the main building.
Questions
Ground Truth: the basilica of the sacred
heart at notre dame is beside to which
structure ?
NQGNER : what is next to main building ?
NQGMP : where is the basilica of prayer ?

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose to extract question-worthy phrases
and use such information for better question generation. We
propose a multi-agent communication framework to combine tasks of phrase extraction and question generation. As
a result, we can generate multiple questions given input sentence without any ground-truth answers. Experimental results on SQuAD also show the effectiveness of our proposed
framework. In the future, there are two research directions
as follow-up. First, the performance of phrase extraction in
our framework is still limited. Working on the end of phrase
extraction, especially for multiple phrases extraction would
be really interesting. Second, existing evaluation metrics for
question generation is only able to test the perspective of relevance. We will explore better evaluation schemes for question generation taking other aspects into consideration.

Table 4: Cases of sentences, phrases extracted and questions
generated by different models.

Phrases Extraction
Phrase Extraction is to identify which fragments of sentence
are interesting to be asked about, and should be extracted.
For this kind of information extraction task, many previous
work are rule-based utilizing lexical features such as partof-speech (POS) and NER tags (Subramanian et al. 2017),
then rank these phrases to get final results.
Some other work tries to apply recurrent neural network to predict whether a token in sentence should be extracted (Wang and Jiang 2015). However, this method can
only take simple relationship between input tokens into account. Then conditional random field (CRF) is applied after RNN layer to consider the sentence-level tag information (Huang, Xu, and Yu 2015; Lample et al. 2016). Pointer
Networks (Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015) also have
been employed to this task. Ptr-Net used in machine reading comprehension task (Wang and Jiang 2017; Liu et al.
2018) is to predict answer given sentence according to question which also can be seen as an phrase extraction task.
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